Food And Beverage Workgroup Report Back

Department

All

n
Recommend continuation of workgroup on regular basis with
development services departments._____________________
After the al fresco program is completed, will a process be
created that will convert those certificates into revocable
permits?

BOE

Changes to Recommendation

Discussion

Attachment 1

Status

Recommended by Mott to VW 7/10/20
Excluded
Under the certificate outside dining is allowed to fit as many occupants as possible but under the revocable permit
occupancy is limited to 50%. When simplifying the conversion process from the certificate to the revocable permit
this becomes difficult because an owner could be utilizing a much larger space under the certificate than would be
allowed under the revocable permit. Ramzy recommends that a decision on streamlining this conversion process
can’t be made at this moment because the program has collected enough metrics to make an educated decision.
Ramzy will revisit the conversation process after the end of the summer.__________________________________ Excluded
LADOT al fresco program. Alleviate burden of social distancing requirements. What about locations that do not
meet the requirements of 5 ft of sidewalk space? Allows application for parklet, alley, parking lot, al fresco allows
options for dining expansion.
Data provided for Central District. Data is thought to be similar in all districts. Data provided is from 2017-2020.
2017-2018 43 applicants
Revocable conditional permit issued?
within 3 weeks
Length of time from app to issuance?
16 permits issued 3-6-month time period
How many never complete to permit issuance?
63% of applicants never completed application

Allow restaurants to expand into outdoor dining or eating
areas on public way through an expedited approval process.
Restaurants will be limiting their interior occupant loads for
the foreseeable future and this policy will alleviate some of
that burden while still maintaining room for social distancing
requirements. In areas without adequate sidewalk space,
create parklets where businesses can place tables and
chairs in parking meter spaces.
BOE

Remove requirements for operators to ‘fix or repair’
sidewalks prior to issuance of a sidewalk seating permit.
This is hurtful to the small business community and in most
cases will not allow them to move forward with the permit.
BOE

2018-2019 37 applicants
Revocable conditional permit issued?
within 3 weeks
Length of time from app to issuance?
11 permits issued 3-6-month time period
How many never complete to permit issuance?
29% of applicants never completed application

2019-2020 41 applicants
Revocable conditional permit issued?
within 3 weeks
Length of time from app to issuance?
Included
Discussion: process takes 1 month (4 weeks). Sidewalk has to Tan 3 conditions to qualiTy: cross now, vertical
damage/displacement, cracks. If app is complete, inspection occurs within one week. Expedited review process
available for a fee (1 weekend). Have not asked any business to fix sidewalk after inspection and process has
been completed. Process requirements: Sketch/photos, waiver of damages, insurance minimum liability with
City’s name on it. Certificate of authorization issued. This is not revocable permit. Ramzy discusses how the
guidelines are outlined on the website and more times than not they don’t deny any permits due to sidewalks
repairs. Ramzy finds it to be beneficial to the applicant to let them know beforehand if and how much they would
have to spend on sidewalk repairs before outside dining is permitted. Reason being that if the applicant has
someone come out later to look at the property after outside dining has started the applicant will now be incurring
cost that weren’t necessarily in the budget before. Pictures also aren’t found fully adequate due to the fact that the
slope of the sidewalk has to be measured as well.

Recommend for council to look into restaurant owners having to fix or repair sidewalks.
Recommend that recommendations be discussed with the city attorney’s office to way the risk and possibilities of
eliminating sidewalk repair cost by owners or tenants___________________________________________________ Included
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Department

Recommendation

Remove requirements for operators to ‘fix or repair’
sidewalks prior to issuance of a sidewalk seating permit.
This is hurtful to the small business community and in most
cases will not allow them to move forward with the permit.
City Attorney

Simplify and streamline the permitting process to reduce the
need for Conditional Use Permits to provide greater flexibility
for restaurants and nightlife establishments. Adopt an
emergency ordinance that recognizes business
improvement districts as unique destinations in the City of
Los Angeles whose visitors and users have an expectation
of nightlife and entertainment and establish a process to
approve permits administratively.
Parameters to include:
•
alcohol may be served from 8AM - 2AM, seven days
per week, with some food service available until at least
10PM
•
eliminate cap on alcohol sales, eliminate limits on the
number of television screens, video, and other amusement
games
•
allow live entertainment (including dancing)
•
allow sale of alcohol for off-site consumption if
permitted by operator’s ABC license

Changes to Recommendation

Attachment 1

Discussion
Status
Discussion: process takes 1 month (4 weeks). sidewalk has to fail 3 conditions to qualify: cross tiow, vertical
damage/displacement, cracks. If app is complete, inspection occurs within one week. Expedited review process
available for a fee (1 weekend). Have not asked any business to fix sidewalk after inspection and process has
been completed. Process requirements: Sketch/photos, waiver of damages, insurance minimum liability with
City’s name on it. Certificate of authorization issued. This is not revocable permit. Ramzy discusses how the
guidelines are outlined on the website and more times than not they don’t deny any permits due to sidewalks
repairs. Ramzy finds it to be beneficial to the applicant to let them know beforehand if and how much they would
have to spend on sidewalk repairs before outside dining is permitted. Reason being that if the applicant has
someone come out later to look at the property after outside dining has started the applicant will now be incurring
cost that weren’t necessarily in the budget before. Pictures also aren’t found fully adequate due to the fact that the
slope of the sidewalk has to be measured as well.

Recommend for council to look into restaurant owners having to fix or repair sidewalks.
Recommend that recommendations be discussed with the city attorney’s office to way the risk and possibilities of
eliminating sidewalk repair cost by owners or tenants___________________________________________________ Excluded
Date Discussed: 6/11/20
Discussion: Phyllis suggest a different ordinance suggestion that would expand hours and activities in specific
areas. Communities that are fearing over saturation of alcohol from the RBP for nightlife are already presenting
pushback for the RBP therefore it would be better for this to be separate from the RBP and a program specifically
targeted for nightlife.
Modeled after RBP but for night life. Discussion about designating and targeting specific nightlife areas.

Action Items
A- Recommend action to council in order to initiate the process.

DATE Discussed: 9/15/20
Discussion: Andrew Thomas, BID Consortium, requests reconsideration of inclusion of recommendation. Per
EWDD Exec, send recommendation to DCP and advise of Andrew's request. Email sent to DCP participants
9/15/20.
Date: 9/16/20
From Jeff, CD3:
From the Council Office perspective, there are concerns that including a recommendation about nightlife zones
could slow or derail everything else, especially when considering how challenging the Restaurant Beverage
Program has been to get through the process.
Most of the other recommendations seem more technical and process-related, but the nightlife is a huge policy
discussion.

DCP

Excluded
Support the LA Planning Department’s Restaurant Beverage
Program

EWDD to provide instructions to workgroup to support motion. City Planning Commission scheduled Thursday,
6/25/20. CPC-2018-4660-CA

DCP

Excluded
Allow alcohol sales from food trucks

DCP

State Code is the origin of this rule. Relief from this would require State-level amendment to ??

Excluded

A- By ordinance.

Excluded

A- Being addressed in "Emergency Relief for Small Businesses." Ask Council to remove term limits

Excluded

Allow the sale and consumption of beer, wine, and spirits
even when beer & wine is expressly stated,

DCP
Remove any conditioned term limits
DCP
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Department

Changes to Recommendation
recover City costs. Fees related to appeals filed by the
same appellant would increase on a graduated rate per
appeal

Discussion

Stop requiring applicants to sign, notarize, and record iviiniShopping Center / Commercial Corner affidavits if the
business is located on an existing Mini-Shopping Center /
Commercial Corner property. The vunicipal Code imposes
on these properties many use and operational
restrictions—not the least of which are limitations on hours
of operation. If a property pre-dates the Mini-Shopping
Center / Commercial Corner Ordinance, a proposed
business should not be required to adhere to these
conditions and restrictions. The required covenants often
cause significant delays as property owners refuse to sign
them. In turn, operators are forced to apply for expensive
and time- consuming Use Permits in order to deviate from
the restrictions.

Status

Andrew is still discussing this with others but discussions will continue with Bob and Estineh
Workgroup will recommend steps to reduce abuse of appeals. Consider alternatives to raising fees.
Recommendation to City Council.________________________________________________________

DCP

Attachment 1

Excluded

A- LADCP will confirm whether Commercial Corner ordinance pertain to existing legal-nonconforming commercial
corners. Request is: Eliminate requirement for a recorded covenant for tenant applications. Could request
ordinance to eliminate Covenant requirement. Bob, Mya, and Estineh will elaborate on this conversation moving
forward.
When there is a commercial corner condition, tenant rents space and applies for building permit, then zoning is
flagged and tenant has to record a covenant before they can move forward. Because tenant does not own
property, they cannot record a covenant and property owners do not understand this, it's also not pertinent to
them. City does not receive much benefit from this requirement. This requirement is triggered often by change of
use.
This can be accomplished via an Exec Order from the Mayor (short-term) or ordinance (long-term or permanent)
amending code. Work out language to tenuate definition of mini shopping center.

DCP

Included
Current City Planning policy is to withhold clearance of
alcohol-related Planning cases from restaurant building
permit applications until the Planning case is completed.
Given that this clearance is required to finalize a building
permit, and that alcohol-related case filings can take 10 - 12
months (or longer) to complete, this policy can lead to
substantial delays. City Planning should clear alcohol-related
cases from building permit applications if they have no
bearing or impact on the physical construction as standard
practice

DCP

City of Los Angeles regulations governing the sale of
alcoholic beverages should be modified to allow the small
expansions of floor area, including new outdoor dining areas,
without requiring a new discretionary case filing. This
extension should be made by-right with a possible list of
conditions restricting hours and sound. Any new restaurant
area would remain subject to other agency requirements
such as the Bureau of Engineering for seating on the public
right-of-way and the Alcoholic Beverage Control. Current
DCP policy requires the filing of a Plan Approval application
if an operator wishes to expand a premise by no more than
20%. This filing is expensive, time-consuming and differs
from a brand-new filing in only minor ways. A Plan Approval
is required even if the expansion is small and the business is
well run.

Anytime applicant applies for building permit after filing for an entitlement for alcohol, that entitlement will come up
on clearance summary worksheet even if tenant improvement has nothing to do with alcohol service. Policy in the
past would not allow clearance of building permit until alcohol entitlement was cleared. Can a memo declaring
that building permits could be issued while alcohol entitlement is pending be issued?
Requires input from Bob and Estineh. Although this has recently been the practice, workgroup requests
continuance of this practice long-term.
Intent is to give operators an incentive to stay in business. Provide a plan review Tor minor process ex. Tor patio,
etc.

Included

Alcoholic sales and the expansion of floor area can still be considered a part of an emergency ordinance. The
goal of action item is to eliminate the processes of a lengthy application for a permit expansion with existing
businesses primarily. Are these conditions thought to be permanent or temporary?
Consider an emergency code amendment by ordinance. Estineh to continue discussion in depth next meeting.
6/23/20 Applicant applies for building permit, with a clearance summary worksheet that has a pending alcohol
permit, should be able to move forward on tenant improvement
Recommendation from staff to reduce the expansion limit to 10%. Do we know how many applications between
10 - 20%? Perhaps keep the ask to 20% and whittle down the limit during legislative process. Perhaps
recommend this be changed temporarily.
6/23/20 Vanessa Soto will follow up with Bob and Estineh to ask if this change can be implemented permanently.

DCP

Included
Extend all expiring CUPs for a period of 36 months after the
expiration of the Coronavirus Emergency Declaration

DCP

Ask Council to amend existing ordinance currently under consideration from 12 months to 36 months.

Included

Allow alcohol sales in temporary outside service areas,
including both public and privately-owned properties
Handled under AlFresco temporarily
DCP

Included
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Department

Recommendation

Allow the on-site sale of alcoholic beverages to include off
site sales and delivery even when only on-site sales are
expressly stated
Date Discussed: 6/3/20
Discussion:
Action Items
A- Manny will draft a recommendation to DCP which DCP
will review.

Changes to Recommendation

Discussion
Recommending mechanism to aiiuw lesiauiams lu sell iui oii-site consumption. unuei abc license, this is-------allowed. In City of LA formal request for off-site has to be made. Entitlement is silent. Requesting allow same
priviledges allowed under on-site. Estineh has the authority needed to issue a memo that allows this. Vanessa S.
to discuss with Estineh.

Attachment 1

Status

All forms of alcoholic beverage service are authorized by the same Municipal Code section and the procedures,
applications, and fees are identical to one another: "The sale or dispensing for consideration of alcoholic
beverages, including beer and wine, for consumption on the premises or off-site of the premises."(LAMC
12.24W1). Therefore, all current approvals can include expanded privileges without requiring additional
applications. Furthermore, restaurant-type licenses from the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control permit all
licensees to sell beer & wine off-site. The City of Los Angeles should adopt the same policies to reduce confusion
in the restaurant community.
Date Discussed: 6/11/20
Discussion: It’s common in the restaurant industry that patrons would like to purchase a bottle of wine to take off
site after they dine. From a state perspective you are allowed to excersie this right to sell off site but you’re not
able to by city laws. Unless an applicant specifically asks to have off-site sales, they are prohibited with in the
city. Most restaurant owners aren’t aware that a conditional use permit only allows on site sales and doesn’t
permit off site sales. Manny prepossess few conditions that should be established if this adjustment is to be
made : If the operator maintains a certificate of occupancy from building and safety as a restaurant , if the
operator maintains an on-sale restaurant type license with the ABC and doesn’t apply for a separate off-sale
license, any take out service is incidental to any sit-down service, an operator doesn’t maintain a display of
alcohol as a method for marketing or promotion and the off-site sale has to be accompanied by a food order.

Requires input from Estineh.

DCP

Included
New operators utilizing existing aiconoi approvals should
have additional leeway in altering their floor plans and
operations without needing a Plan Approval (an additional
case filing). Currently, the DCP requires a new entitlement if
an operator alters the "mode & character" of the business.
This phrase is unclear and ambiguous, and the definition
varies from Planner to Planner. New service counters,
recessed patios, and tenant improvements can all be
considered a change in the mode and character of a
restaurant. In addition, the city should cease to condition the
number of allowable seats in the Conditional Use approval.
The occupant count is approved by a different department
and confusion arises as to which is in force.

Date Discussed: 6/11/20
Discussion: A new operator who takes over an existing restaurant that has a CUB may want to change the
currently layout to fit their business specifications but because the term “mode and character” isn’t clearly defined
in the LANC its implementation can vary from person to person where the change can be approved by one
person but not by another. A new owner should be able to make what changes they need as long as they agree
to operate with in the same terms of the original grant therefore if they wanted to change the seating
arrangement, they couldn’t change the amount of occupancy. This will in turn make it easier to make these
changes without requiring in depth plan approval.
code 1224 W1

DCP

Included
Need to discuss with Estineh.
The city should eliminate parking requirements for new
projects and changes of use in existing buildings. This will
incentivize operators to open businesses in more areas,
including those typically underserved by commercial activity.
Further, it will reduce plan check staff hours and allow more
projects to qualify for an ‘over the counter’ plan check
review. This parking exemption should also apply to new
mezzanines located within existing buildings.

Discussion: Planning is going to include this is the emergency ordinance in concerns to parking requirements
changes of uses. Planning is open to the concept and flexibility but it will rely on what is possible from the
environmental analysis. LADBS notes that the removal of this requirement would save them a lot of time.
Estimated that 15% of LADBS staff time is spent on parking.
Will be included in Emergency Ordinance. Working Group recommends allowing for maintaining the building
envelope to be the standard. Need to allow for mezzanine and basement expansions without triggering parking.
When ordinance is considered, workgroup can weigh in. Planning will make an effort to consider this issue during
their work on ordinance 20-0380-s1.

DCP

Included
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Department

Recommendation__________________________________ Changes to Recommendation
Suspend any existing condition of approval requiring a
property owner or business to provide off-site or valet
parking, for a period of 36 months after the expiration of the
Coronavirus Emergency Declaration. Forgo imposing such
conditions on new or renewed applications
Date Discussed: 6/11/20

DCP
Use Permit filings should be streamlined so as to reduce the
three-month filing appointment backlog.
DCP

Discussion

DOT
Support the recommendations on disabled placard reform
from the City of Los Angeles Department on Disability and
the Department of Transportation formed “Accessible
Parking Policy Advisory Committee” to create more
accessible parking and also resolve abuse at our meters
which disproportionately impact commercial districts and
food use establishments that depend on turnover at
convenient on-street parking meter spaces. These
recommendations have the support of City staff,
representatives from the disabled community, and BIDs
throughout the City. They now need the full support of the
City of Los Angeles to champion reform at the state-level
DOT

Status

Discussion: Will be addressed in the Emergency Ordinance. To avoid new conditions being imposed on new
projects, that would be an internal change of practice from the office of zoning administration.

Need to discuss with Bob
Included
Extending the current drop off process rather than having to make an appointment. Goal is to take the conditional
use permit time period down to 6-9 months.
DCP will look at policy change to allow for drop-off when ready. Will further be discussed with Bob.
Street Services handles this function. Permits are not location based.

Create specific spaces for street vendors. With more people
interacting in the public right-of-way, regulating sidewalk
vending to ensure that people can maintain six feet between
themselves and their neighbors is critical. Specific public
space location(s) must be designated for vendors to allow
for safe social distancing while selling their products.

Attachment 1

Included

Does Al Fresco program includes street vending considerations?
7/10/20 - 37 street vendors currently permitted allowed spaces to dine on sidewalk and public right of way. Not
required to get approval from brick and mortar. Rules including ability for four or more vendors to request use of
entire street. Consultant with BSS doing direct communication with vendors. Use of private properly allowed upon
approval of application. Under al frescod, vendors must apply for use of parklet at designated spaces._________ Excluded

This recommendation will not make
it to the report. Is not f & b targeted Ken Husting reports State legislator required to champion and carry legislation.

Excluded

Has there been any conversation about putting out barriers
to create baracades to protect the outside dining areas,
providing a quick way to provide safety for customers?
DOT

Excluded
Continue LADOT Food Pickup Zone Program for a period of
for a period of 6 months after the expiration of the
Coronavirus Emergency Declaration

DOT

This may require Mayoral approval
Discussion: originally listed under boe, item added to do i Tor discussion. lado i ai Fresco program alleviates
burden of social distancing requirements. Application for restaurants to apply for automatic authorization to use
the sidewalk as part of outside dining. Once application entered, tenants or owners can print authorization and
use sidewalk for outside dining. Requirements: applicant must acknowledge $300k general liability insurance to
maintain 5 ft. continuous access for pedestrians, keep sidewalk clean and clear for pedestrians. No permit fee,
sewer facilities charges. Valid until Mayor end program.

Allow restaurants to expand into outdoor dining or eating
areas on public way through an expedited approval process.
Restaurants will be limiting their interior occupant loads for
the foreseeable future and this policy will alleviate some of
that burden while still maintaining room for social distancing
requirements. In areas without adequate sidewalk space,
create parklets where businesses can place tables and
chairs in parking meter spaces.

Included

What about locations that do not meet the requirements of 5 ft of sidewalk space? Allows application for parklet,
alley, parking lot, al fresco allows options for dining expansion. The al fresco application actually asks restaurant
owners if they’d like to apply for a parklet or to have street closed for expanded dining oppurtunities. Need
further elaboration on approval process.
Fire Chief questioned how the authorizations would impact regulations of interior space and occupancy. BOE and
Al Fresco did not address this with Fire or DBS. Main concern was the inferace between people that are dining
and adjacent facing traffic. Another cause for concern is that there isn’t a limit of occupancy under al fresco.
How many certificates have been processed since al fresco has been in active?

DOT

Included
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Department

Fire

Fire

Fire

Changes to Recommendation

Allow more transparency in the plan check process.
Consider a code of conduct similar to LADBS:
Be Flexible “Have a Can-Do Attitude”
Be Helpful “Go the Extra Mile”
Be Responsive “Maintain a Sense of Urgency”
Be Courteous and Respectful
Allow for fire suppression system tests to be conducted
without final cooking equipment. Often times operators do
not have all the intended equipment in the final stages of
inspection sign offs. Unexpected equipment lead times can
push back final sign off due to Fire Department not
conducting their inspections until all equipment is in. This
can push back construction schedules several weeks
flipping an operator with the bill. This is a particular issue for
new multitenant kitchen facilities (i.e., “ghost kitchens.”)
Allow restaurant projects qualified for Fire Department Plan
Check to be done over the counter (or via videoconference)
in front of a fire department plan check official. This will
mitigate back and forth time expediting responses to
corrections. Additionally, having to submit plans to fire
department after waiting several weeks for general building
code corrections to be issued will save on average 1 month
from the process.

Fire

Fire

LADBS

Status

Excluded
Establish cross-departmental performance metrics for plan check and inspection. Hold regular working group
meetings with key departments and industry to evaluate performance, improve industry awareness of City
process, and collaboratively suggest improvement to City process.
Publish a Web site advising Small Businesses on tips and tricks for expedited processing:
a. Describe existing city programs (such as Restaurant Express)
b. Potential to start Dept. Fire Plan Check simultaneously with LADBS
c. Fire Dept. Pre-walk for egress______________________________________________________________

Excluded

Cap. D.Laurent will look into inspections for hoods with full flood fire suppression systems in new construction
spec spaces (i.e., no tenants in place). Staff cautions difficulty in accommodating request. Ancil systems are
designed for specific cooking equipment. Suggest ancil plans defines envelope acceptable. Staff requests to
table discussion until specific equipment can be discussed.

B- Mott can send out spec sheet containing equipment
Plan check and inspection for new construction and I I’s already have process for over the counter, but due to
Covid, not implemented.

Excluded

Must define parameters for what projects are eligible over the counter, what has to be submitted. H.M. Ex. 2500
sq. ft. qualifies for over the counter. For consistency with City Planning,
Exemption from Fire clearance for occupancy under 99 for change of use
Projects that do not exceed 6000 sq. ft. and occupant load under 299 exemption
Eddie will send proposal containing recommendations to Fire for review.___________________________________ Included
Improve process to have parallel timelines. E.B. will discuss with Plan Check Supervisor the possibility of offering
advisory flags to route apps to Fire early so process can run parallel with LADBS plan check

Route directly to Fire at initial submittal. Anything over 99
occupants requires fire plan check. Help direct applicants to
Fire as early as possible.
Fire

Discussion

Allow take-out restaurants with no interior dining to offer
outdoor dining or eating patios without triggering the parking
requirement of a sit-down restaurant. (This is moot if the
City follows the recommendation to eliminate minimum
parking requirements for restaurants and bars.)__________

Attachment 1

Due to universal cashiering, PCIS number must be generated at DBS first to provide a consistent link to identify
project and for valuation validation. Send an email to invoice creation: LAFD.fdsapplication. Tag subject line with
“OTC” so Fire knows to look out for that. Within a day or two, someone will create an invoice and link to pay fees
will be sent.
Included
Currently, Fire offers “pre-walks” as an optional inspection several weeks prior to final. I he pre-walks allow
corrections to be made before Building inspection, keeping the project timeline intact. Even though these pre
walks are offered, many applicants are unaware of them. The City should treat pre-walks as requirements unless
applicants were to opt out.

6/10/20 - Fire can add FAQ to website whereby customers have transactions with 100 or more people, Fire is
going to plan check it. T ransactions with 99 or fewer, for just a hood test, the website can allow a request for
Advise or require applicants to get a “pre-walk” prior to Final
inspection only. Maybe treated same way as plan submittal with a request for inspection only. Update on website
inspection. Corrections during the final Fire inspections can
will identify availability of pre-walk. Inspect only before plans are approved are challenging because if through plan
add weeks to a project timeline, addition tens of thousands Recommendation to update website check there is a big change such as egress, everything that pre-walk inspector told them could be irrelevant.
of dollars in unnecessary costs.
to inform applicants that pre walks
Inspect only could be applied only for projects that doesn’t require plan check, qualifying projects could be
are needed agreed to by staff and
detailed on website.
industry
Included
Follow “Fair Use” rules in regard to the duplication of
Division 88 retrofit plans. These plans illustrate how
unreinforced masonry buildings were retrofitted and how
many occupants were permitted inside the building. As such,
Applicants can save time and money if they did not have to wait 30 days for div 88 plans. Process - Submit
convenient access to this vital information should be made
records research request which requires signatures from owner and architect /designer before plan maintenance
easier to obtain in the spirit of life and safety. The current
is released. Restaurant and Small business case managers have on occasion gone to records to the plan
process in place to copy these retrofit plans is time
maintenance to show plan check engineer that the design takes into account div 88 requirements. Sec 19851(b)
consuming and difficult. Without easy access to these plans,
of CA State Health and Safety Code grants authority for building depts to require written permission from property
small businesses unwittingly sign leases for spaces with
Support an amendment to CA Code owner and authority to obtain.
limited occupant loads that require structural upgrades.
allowing
designers/architects/tenants to
Customers can go to records and view div 88 plan maintenance showing where cross walls and infills are.
obtain Div 88 plans
Customers can take notes, but not photos._____________________________________________________
Excluded
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LADBS

LADBS

LADBS

Recommendation
Changes to Recommendation
Remove the requirement to add a hood system over small
"under-counter" dishwashers, regardless of whether or not
they are high-temperature units. These units are designed to
be placed under the drainboard of a three-compartment
sink; therefore, they should not require a hood system.
lamc yviub.2 When a permit is required i his section ot
the code requires that “any work valued at $500.00 or less,
unless it affects the structural stability of a building, or public
safety, or is done to make a building conform to the
requirements of this Code for a change in use or occupancy
is exempt from having to obtain a permit”. Meaning any work
valued above 500.00 requires a permit. This value is
arbitrary and too low to be reasonable for food service
establishments. It also is not specific if equipment
replacement or upgrades are to be included in what is
considered ‘work’. Operators recovering or responding from
Covid-19 will need to make minor improvements that may
exceed this threshold based on the current definition. There
should be an additional exclusion list added allowing more
flexibility for operators to make minor improvements without
having to go through a building permit process. The
exclusion should also be more specific in its definition of
work to exclude remote pieces of equipment such as
refrigerators, stoves, or prep tables.
Create workshops with LAIIC
Restaurant Management Program,
Institute of Culinary Education,
College of the Canyons, to let
people know before they sign a
lease what to look out for. Share
Applicants should know how to hire the right engineer,
information regularly to inform
architect, build designer. Many restaurants have failed due
businesses opening restuarants
to hiring the wrong person.
what they need to do.
Vacant space should be able to be re-occupied by use
similar to the last known use for 3b months after the
expiration of the Coronavirus Emergency Declaration

LADBS

Attachment 1

Discussion

Status

Requires a petition to be filed with IAPMO - International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials.

Excluded

Would raising the limit increase efficiency? Providing clarification of whats included in scope of work or exempting
cost of appliances which may be included?
Excluded

Excluded
DCP to explore source of one-year expiration. If it is Planning policy, workgroup will ask for an extension during
the emergency. May be moved to discussions with Building and Safety.
6/23/20 - move to Building and Safety_____________________________________________________________

Excluded

Transferred from City Planning list

Excluded

are no square footage or location restrictions. Currently,
outdoor eating areas are limited to 50% the size of a
restaurant’s interior dining area and are restricted to the
ground floor only. “Outdoor Dining Areas” are regulated by a
Zoning Administrator's Interpretation that allows uncovered
dining areas to be larger than 50% of the interior dining area
and above the ground floor if they are uncovered and
located in certain zones. Because two different documents
exits for the same use, confusion is common among
operators and city officials as to what is applicable in a given
circumstance.
LADBS
Exempt new quick disconnect appliances from new fire
suppression system permits on existing Hood Systems.
Restaurants need flexibility in changing out pieces of
equipment under an existing hood system. Requiring a new
fire suppression permit every time a stove is replaced is
costly to an operator.
Cap. D.Laurent will look into inspections for hoods with full
flood fire suppression systems in new construction spec
spaces (i.e., no tenants in place).
LADBS

Excluded
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Recommendation

Changes to Recommendation
DBS can create a system for
customers that just come in to lobby
to submit plans wherein applicants
can drop off plans and screeners
will identify it as over-the-counter
plan check for a restaurant and
provide it to the restaurant plan
checker.
Before corrections are released,
the plan checker can contact
applicant and go over corrections
and clarify items. Goal is reduced
efforts at later end. 6/18/20 Charmie will check if applicants can
be notified that post plan check
conference is available, if desired.
Issues could be increased time,
stafffing levels, cost recovery.

LADBS

Effective immediately, allow for plan checks to be done via a
video call in which the petitioner or applicant can participate.
Not allowing an applicant or architect to be present during a
plan check increases the probability that plans will
unnecessarily receive corrections. This wastes valuable time
on both private and public sides thus increasing risks to the
virus.
Allow outdoor dining and eating areas (whether covered or
uncovered) to be exempted from occupant load calculations
as it relates to adding fire sprinklers. The Building Code
requires Fire Sprinklers for an entire building if one of the
tenant spaces exceeds 99 occupants. If a restaurant is
permitted for 99 occupants and wishes to add a patio, DBS
will require fire sprinklers for the building. Requiring an
operator to add sprinklers to an existing building to add a
patio is unreasonable and impractical

91.6302.4. I oilet Rooms and Vestibules
This section of the code was recently revised (thank you,
LADBS) to remove the language requiring separate sex
restrooms for establishments serving alcohol. What was not
revised is the requirement for food establishments with 4 or
more employees to have separate sex restrooms. This
section of the code should be removed. Most food facilities
have more than 4 employees requiring separate sex
restrooms-even a small take out food facility. Additionally,
this contradicts AB 1732 discriminating on separate sex
classifications which could lead to civil lawsuits to operators.
LADBS

Back room plan check requires more time so video conferencing only available in verification of corrections
phase. After back-room plan check is completed, can applicant schedule a meeting with plan checker before
corrections are issued? Ability to have a dialog before plan correction are issued and have clarification on items
prior to drawing up new designs will make process easier on applicants.
Allow verification of corrections to be handled online, with capability of plan checker to share screen and provide
clarification. This service is being offered now. Pre-COVID, plan checker would issue corrections and the
corrections included instructions for applicants to contact plan checker when applicant is ready to come in to
verify corrections. Currently, DBS website has continuity of operations with forms. Applicant still contacts plan
checker by email to advise that he/she is preparing to drop off verification plans and correction list identifying the
assigned plan checker. The verification plans and correction list are quarantined and then will be routed to
assigned plan checker and the plan checker will set up a meeting with designer/architect. This meeting could be
done via video conference meeting.

State Code is the origin of this rule. Relief from this would require State-level amendment to Sec 903.2.1.2

Included

CA Public Code 422.2
Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials.
91.6302.4 LA City Municipal Building Code

For simpler projects, the City of Los Angeles should allow
for self-certification. This is where the architect and
contractor (both have to be licensed) certify the plans
comply with code and eliminates plan check altogether. The
City of Bellflower provides this service as an option as do
many other cities outside California, including New York and
Chicago. Since so much responsibility fall already on
inspectors to work with the architect and builders in the field,
plan check does not add significant value on smaller
projects. There could be some risk on larger, more complex
jobs, but smaller ones should see a significant time

Status

When bringing plans to initial plan check, it is necessary to bring someone familiar with City process. Over the
counter plan check is designed to be quick and the meeting should be done with an architect familiar with the
requirements and design elements needed in the City. Customers may not have experience or context to bring in
the architect to plan check or hire one that is intimately familiar with City processes. If staff has to spend time
explaining requirements or why code corrections needed, it can take significant time. Staff recommends quick
over the counter initial plan review recommendations include a licensed architect or engineer knowledgeable
about the design of project and City requirements. Ability to make customers aware of the availability of RSBEP
is not clear. Markets are not included in RSBEP to keep case loads manageble for staff. Small businesses can
be accepted if permit valuation is <$1M or any restaurant. Apply online. Assignment of case manager typically
within hrs.

Included

Support an amendment to State
code

LADBS

LADBS

Staff recommends ability to scan
QR code with phone to directly link
applicants to RSBEP. Clarification
of what projects are accepted into
RSBEP.

Discussion

Attachment 1

Included

NY and Chicago already allow self-certification. Provision would need to be codified. Architects/Engineers can
pass an exam to certify their knowledge of City code. They are then allowed to self-certify that they know the code
and take responsibility for plan checks. For vast majority of TI, works well. Building Inspectors would then have to
enforce placing a burden on their inspections and case load.
Included
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LADBS

LADBS

Recommendation

LADBS

Discussion
initial app generated, plans submitted, clearance summary worksheet is not provided.Applicants wno are not—
familiar with the process will wait until final building approval prior to going for Fire Plan Check. Can we flag to
submit to Fire simultaneously with Building application?Applicants who are not familiar with the process will wait
until final building approval prior to going for Fire Plan Check. Can we flag to submit to Fire simultaneously with
Building application?

Status

Pre COVID, standard protocol for back room plan check, plans accepted and receipt issued. Over-the-counter
plan checks are done at submission and clearances from other depts provided. Dept provides an email with Plan
Checkers contact once assigned. “Customers can easily call Plan Checker and find out when the Clearance
Summary will be issued.” Recommend consideration for novices who are not aware they need to follow up.
Specific to routing to Fire for obvious clearances required. Does not negate clearances needed down the road.
Dept thinks this recommendation is already handled by Restaurant Small Business and counter Info desk. All
If building has 99 or less occupancy, small businesses do not qualify for Restaurant and Small Business program. Complications to parking, structural
LADBS screeners can advise them are excluded. If customers are not aware
to submit separate set of plans to
Fire. Perform a quick calculation at Improve process to have parallel timelines. E.B. will discuss with Plan Check Supervisor the possibility of offering
the counter and determine the
advisory flags to route apps to Fire early so process can run parallel with LADBS plan check
number of occupants tell them to
Route directly to Fire at initial submittal. Anything over 99
submit to Fire in parallel. This is a
Discussion 9/15/20
occupants requires fire plan check. Help direct applicants to DBS policy that can be changed in The recommendation should be changed to 99 or greater occupancy.
Fire as early as possible.
house.
Included
Make sure that if designer feels that
initial corrections are not valid,
Can corrections be issued at the same time to increase productivity and efficiency? Incremental corrections
Once an Over-the-Counter (OTC) plan check engineer has availability to speak to supervisor of depend on design team’s familiarity with the City. Despite staff’s diligence in following up and providing
issued corrections, a new plan check engineer should not be plan checker is there.
information, inexperienced applicants are not able to understand the process. It is unrealistic to expect all
able to issue additional corrections. Issuing new corrections
corrections to be issued at first review. Some instances something may have been missed the first time around.
after the OTC plan check corrections have been addressed Supervisor name and contact info
results in significant delays and impedes the development of should be included in signature line Plan checkers do their best to catch things the first time, but if concerns are brought up, staff should get the
Included as
small businesses.
for all plan checkers and engineers. supervisor involved.
modified
how can dbs actively measure performance? Currently, it is a complaint driven process. Particularly big issue
when there are inter-departmental handoffs. T racking: response time, length of time before appointment requests
scheduled, how long until calls received are returned

Require case managers for the Restaurant and Small
Business Program (RSBEP) to respond to customer
inquiries within 24 hours during the life of a project.
Currently, there is no accountability as to when staff is
required to respond to customers.
LADBS

Changes to Recommendation

Attachment 1

Add to email signatures of plan
checkers and inspectors that
department standards require
responses within 24 hours and if
plan checker does not meet
standard, the supervisor's contact
information is presented. Also,
include regular day off in signature.

Timeline of assigning to a plan checker takes 3-4 weeks. It depends on what the queue looks like. Mom and pop
restaurant are directed to Restaurant Program at Plan Check Counter or concierge will direct applicant to 8th
floor to knock on their door. From application to acceptance to Restaurant Small Business program is within one
business day. Assigned case manager initial conversation with applicant within one day of acceptance. From that
point, scope of work discussed, specific address/building researched. Measurement of program success is
assessed by whether Council office calls to follow up, emails and phone calls. Staff of Restaurant and Small
Business know there is an issue and diligently reach out to applicants whose applications are in process or
incomplete.
Subtasks
AEstablish cross-departmental performance metrics for plan check and inspection. Hold regular working
group meetings with key departments and industry to evaluate performance, improve industry awareness of City
process, and collaboratively suggest improvement to City process.
BResponse policy to respond within 24 hours applies to all staff currently. Internal accountability is in place.
Staff agrees 100% and issues should be directed to staff supervsiors.
Included as
modified

Allow restaurants to expand into outdoor dining or eating
areas, on the property they control, through an expedited
approval process. Restaurants will be limiting their interior
occupant loads for the foreseeable future and this policy will
alleviate some of that burden while still maintaining room for Make changes implemented with Al A more specific request is needed.
social distancing requirements
Fresco dining permanent. Include
cost recovery fee.
Make changes implemented with Al Fresco dining permanent. Include cost recovery fee.
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Recommendation__________________________________ Changes to Recommendation
electrical upgrades for restaurants. Allow the DWP upgrade
process to run concurrently with new construction
applications, not after these applications have been
approved by municipalities. Currently, the DWP process in
place for electrical upgrades is impractical and costly to
operators and owners wishing to upgrade a building’s
infrastructure.

Discussion

LADWP

Attachment 1

Status

Included
Allow Building and Safety officials staffing the zoning counter
to clear Police Permit applications before the issuance of a
Certificate of Occupancy, not after. Completion of a
Certificate of Occupancy could be confirmed by Police
Commission staff before issuing the final permit. A business
can open before the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy;
therefore, It doesn't make sense for operators to be
prevented from obtaining their Police Permits until after the
issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy

Police
Commission
Remove requirements for health department approvals for
demo permits in existing food facilities. If these permits are
limited to demo, there should be no reason we need the
Health Department to sign off. Health Department sign-offs
should be limited to tenant improvements, new FSEs or
expansions of. This increases risks for applicants to be
exposed to a virus when a clearance is limited to demo work
only
Public Health
Consider offering over-the-counter plan check appointments
for qualifying small restaurants requesting minimal
improvements. The minimal improvements can include
prepackaged food only, and alterations under 300 square
feet in existing approved facilities. Over-the-counter plan
checks will help
Public Health

Per discussion with Mott and
Vanessa (on Jackie's
recommendation), this can be
included in report for Council action.
Council can reach out to PC to
review the recommendation as an
DBS receives pre-prepared letter from Police Commission
agendized item.

Included

Staff says this is not a requirement for demo permits. Health dept stated requirement did not come from them.
Demo permits are issued when building is cleared from site. Partial removal and rebuild is an alteration/addition
permit. Action item is confusing the way its written. When restaurants change hands and want to clear out V or
partial interior, they’re in plan check, designers can’t do structural, exterior, or restroom demo, but they can clear
everything else out. Early start demo permit in existing food facilities the requirement should not be applied. This
is more of a main alteration permit.
Subtasks
Eugene will work with Mike to ensure early start demo permits are properly applied.
6/18/20 - Add to Public Health List. Need written clarification from PH that they are not requesting this._________ Excluded
A- Eddie will make recommendations on what would qualify. Jim will look at this.

6/11/20 - PH will review what EN drafted
7/9/20 - For fairness and consistency, PH believes this is a difficult process to implement. It would require a retool
of how everything is processed; provide a justification for creating this provision for a segment of the business
community.
Excluded
Occupancies don't expire.

Jim: So request is for Health to accept prior Health Permits as evidence of approved occupancy.
The LA County Health Department Plan Check Division
should no longer require a municipal Certificate of
Occupancy (CofO) for work that does not require a
municipal permit such as relocating kitchen equipment.
Verification of a CofO should be under the jurisdiction of the
local building department; otherwise, confusion and delay
Public Health result.
Remove the requirement to add a hood system over
electrical (no-flame) counter-top equipment. Counter-top
electrical heating and cooking devices should be allowed to
cook meat and cheese with no limitations on the number of
units utilized. Adding a new hood system over small,
electrical counter-top equipment is expensive and
unnecessary. Leave this to the Department of Building and
Safety to enforce.
Public Health

Create a “safe zone” with tasks that do not require a permit from LADBS. PH needs to talk with LADBS to
determine what changes triggers a review from LADBS.
7/9/20- Majority of cases this is not an issue. Primarily for brand new buildings. Contigent upon approval from
LADBS. PH can notify LADBS of compliance and not delay obtain criteria from LADBS PH will approve facility
and advise LADBS.

Excluded

ATMA need to submit request
A- Shawn Hargis says that this is a matter of State code. Need relief at the State level. Shawn is on the
committee. IAPMO petition.
Excluded
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Recommendation
Changes to Recommendation
Consider a more liberal interpretation on the requirement to
add a hand sink at "utensil washing areas" if there is a
nearby hand sink in the kitchen (within 10'). Currently, Health
Department plan check requires additional hand sinks just
for dishwashing areas when another hand sink is readily
available within 10 feet. It is fair to allow the operator to
instruct a dishwasher to wash his or her hands after this task
is completed rather than washing hands between cycles.
Having a hand sink within 10’ should be sufficient rather than
Public Health directly in the dish pit.
Remove requirements for health department approvals for
demo permits in existing food facilities. If these permits are
limited to demo, there should be no reason we need the
Health Department to sign off. Health Department sign-offs
should be limited to tenant improvements, new FSEs or
expansions of. This increases risks for applicants to be
exposed to a virus when a clearance is limited to demo work
only

Public Health
Allow for a template approval for existing restaurant health
holders who wish to convert their dining rooms to market
areas. Dining rooms and dry market retail areas share the
same requirements within plan check guidelines so let's
consider an expedited approval process with minimal to no
impact to County Health Department staff. To mitigate
concerns from plan check officials, specialized equipment
requiring new floor sinks or specialized finishes will not
qualify for this expedited approval. This will allow flexibility
for operators who may need to switch to a more take-out
retail concept.
Public Health

Remove the separate sex restroom requirement for
establishments serving alcoholic beverages. This
requirement cannot be met by many small restaurants and
only provides minimal advantages for patrons. Furthermore,
this requirement contradicts AB 1732 (state law requiring
gender neutral restrooms) which creates confusion, frivolous
lawsuits against operators, and impractical construction
requirements for small businesses. In addition, the DEH
should allow local Building Codes to determine the number
of plumbing fixtures required.
Public Health

Discussion

Attachment 1

Status

Three circumstances:
-Existing nonconforming use
-Bar -- if it's not a food processing establishment
-Front of house/Back of house -- LADBS Modification
Also, IAPMO petition
6/11/20
S.Hargis
Staff says this is not a requirement for demo permits. Health dept stated requirement did not come from them.
Demo permits are issued when building is cleared from site. Partial removal and rebuild is an alteration/addition
permit. Action item is confusing the way its written. When restaurants change hands and want to clear out V or
partial interior, they’re in plan check, designers can’t do structural, exterior, or restroom demo, but they can clear
everything else out. Early start demo permit in existing food facilities the requirement should not be applied. This
is more of a main alteration permit.

Excluded

Eugene will work with Mike to ensure early start demo permits are properly applied.
6/18/20 - Add to Public Health List from LADBS list. Need written clarification from PH that they are not
requesting this.
7/9/20 - Jim will provide a statement and foward to workgroup.

Excluded

Discussion: Clarity on template approvals for express health permits for existing restaurants. Go beyond
conversion to create a new program for express restaurants. 6/11/20 - PH will review what EN drafted
A-

Eddie: will produce a template plan. Jim will review

7/9/20 - Public Health will need to speak with Exec Management. Mott clarified that this will be a temp change to
recover from COVID. The guidance that is currently posted for restuaurants doesn't fit this model. It will depend
on what services will be added which can complicate. review will need to be done to determine what can be
done simply and what needs more review. PH will conduct an internal discussion and reply back with concerns
and plausibility.
Included
i he Los Angeles County Code reference (requirement Tor restaurants to have two restrooms when serving
alcoholic beverages). See LA County Code, Title 11, Section 11.38.570 (D) below:
11.38.570 - Facilities required—Business establishments and public gatherings.
Every restaurant or itinerant restaurant where alcoholic beverages are sold or given away for consumption on the
premises shall be provided with, for the use of the public, at least one urinal for men, one water flush toilet for
each sex, and at least one lavatory in conjunction with and convenient to each water flush toilet. If, in the opinion
of the director, the number of urinals, water flush toilets or lavatories is inadequate, such additional facilities as he
shall deem necessary shall be provided. There shall be adequate space provided in each toilet room to permit the
use of these facilities without overcrowding.
A- Requires a County ordinance. Jim will look at variance opportunities in the meantime. 6/11/20 Jim has not yet
had the conversation but will.
6/11/20
7/9/20 - This issue was previously worked on by "Swatti" at PH, Eddie, and David. The PH Director will have to
provide guidance whether this will go ahead. Pursuing will be time consuming. This is a County code, and must
be changed in the code. Jim will continue to pursue.__________________________________________________
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Changes to Recommendation

Attachment 1

Discussion
Status
! hese kitchens and service areas should be able to be opened to the exterior as long as sufficient cleaning
practices are maintained. This will create additional opportunities for operators to open dining rooms and add take
out windows. In the current climate and in the name of health and safety; more rapid air exchange for kitchen staff
and customers should be a priority to make them feel more comfortable to come back to a restaurant. It is
proven a 5 MPH outdoor breeze can replace air exchange in a room much faster than that of motorized air flow.
Pink’s Hot Dogs and Grand Central Market are examples of the type of operations that could be encouraged by
this change.
Discussion: Hard to do with Cal Code. This would be a legislative fix. The contact for California Retail Food
Safety Coalition (CRFSC) to initiate the process to amend the California Retail Food Code. Industry can bring the
issue up to the Retail Food committee. California Retail Food Safety Coalition.

Remove the requirement to fully enclose restaurant
preparation areas during hours of operation, if they can be
Public Health fully enclosed after hours.

Completion of document “Cal Code Issue Submission Form” and submit it to Jim Dragan, he will be sure to
forward it on to the right person. The form states to submit the issue to Jeanne-Marie Weathers of the California
Department of Public Health, however the process has recently changed.
Included
Discussion: would require a County ordinance. ! he Los Angeles County Code reference (requirement for
dressing rooms in wholesale food facilities). See LA County Code, Title 11, Section 11.12.070 (D) below:
11.12.070 - Toilets, lavatories and dressing rooms.

Remove or modify dressing room requirements for
wholesale facilities (LAC 11.12.070) under 2,500 square
feet. For these small wholesale operations, assigning
valuable square footage to multiple dressing rooms is
expensive and impractical. Instead, the Department should
require one unisex dressing room in lieu of the two separate
sex dressing rooms that are currently required.

Where there are five or more employees, a separate dressing room with lockers shall be provided for each
gender, where employees may change and store their outer garments. Such room shall be provided with self
closing, well fitting doors, and shall be separated from toilet rooms, food storage rooms or food preparation
areas. No person shall dress or undress or store his clothing in any room other than as provided herein. Dressing
rooms shall be maintained in a clean and sanitary condition.

Discussion - County Code will need to change. Jim Dragan will bring to executives.

Public Health

Included
dph

is willing to consider this by location or on a case-by-case.

Eddie will propose a framework policy.
6/11/20 Eddie provided framework for PH review:
proposed perimeters for above ground grease traps to be located in the kitchen in lieu of a separate room or
enclosure. This would also be inclusive of new or remodeled food facilities:

Alter the policy to allow above ground grease traps to be
located under 3-compartment sinks rather than in a separate
room or enclosure. These grease mitigation systems were
designed to be placed under a 3-compartment sink, and
many restaurants do not have the floor area to locate this
7/9/20 - Eddie will provide more
Public Health equipment in another room or enclosure.
guidelines
Allow under-counter dishwashers to sit directly on the floor
as certified by the manufacturer. These machines are made
to sit directly under the drainboard of a three-compartment
sink or a low drain table counter. Requiring this equipment to
be raised by installing additional legs or castors renders
Public Health them unable to be used as intended
Stop the practice of holding coffee preparation areas to the
same standards as general food preparation. Currently,
operators cannot have outdoor coffee bars because they are
treated in the same way as a full kitchen. Coffee bars are
also required to provide special ceilings if an operator
wishes to have an espresso machine at a beverage bar.
These requirements are impractical for such a low-risk
Public Health beverage like coffee.

1)
2)
3)
4)

Take out or B occupancy uses (less than 50 seats)
Establishments less than 2000 square feet
Establishments that are not changing the location of the 3-compartment utensil sink
Existing food facilities

Please, once you have reviewed feel free to comment or provide what could be a compromise.
6/11/20 - Public Health will review and comment at next meeting.
Need to make equipment moveable so that it can be cleaned underneath. The concern if they are not raised
cleaning will not occur. No issue as long as it is moveable.

PH will draft guidance on what County looks for on this.

Included

6/10/20
Included

A- Jim will see if this is a Cal Code issue .
7/9/20 - A change to State code to classify coffee as low-risk. PH says that the recommendation should be to
allow coffee to be outdoors.
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emove the
ounty Plan Check policy that requires
applicants to submit three sets of plans for an initial review.
Health approvals require three sets of stamped plans;
however, for the overwhelming majority of submissions,
Health Department staff issue comments and corrections
which void the submitted plans. These corrections are
addressed with a subsequent submission of three additional
sets. Requiring three sets of plans at the initial submittal
wastes time and paper and takes up valuable office space at
Public Health the Health Department.
Raise the threshold of when a project valuation requires
compliance with current BOS grease interceptor
Sanitation
requirements $150k._________________________________
For restaurants and bars extending outdoor dining space:
LID requirements will not apply to projects that are
expanding their footprint into existing areas that are
impervious (concrete or asphalt). In addition, proposed
pervious shade structures (open trellis, fabric, lattice
structures) in these areas would also be exempt from the
LID Ordinance. LID requirements will be applied for
permanent impervious shade structures that are being
Sanitation
proposed over existing concrete or asphalt areas and result
The LID public counter has made many adjustments to
maintain a normal level of service for plan checks and to
expedite reviews during the Covid-19 pandemic. The
following adjustments were made:

Discussion

Attachment 1

Status

Included

This recommendation was put forth by Jeff Jacobberger

Excluded

Excluded

• Established a mechanism for electronic plan subm ittals at

san. swplancheck@lacity. org;
• Eovide an expedited review option when submitting plans;

and
•Ensign a dedicated plan checker to each submittal to

streamline future comment and response reviews.
Sanitation

Sanitation

Excluded
Effective March 23, 2020, the LID public counter has
modified the submittal and review process, projects are
encouraged to be submitted electronically at
san.swplancheck@lacity.org. A designated drop-off and
pick- up area is available for submittals and verification of
projects that are unable to submit electronically. Certificate
of Occupancy (C of O) clearances and Planning Case
Referral requests are accepted via online submittal only.
For restaurants and bars extending outdoor dining space, a
grease interceptor may be required for a FSE if the FSE is a
newly constructed FSE, for example:

Excluded

•E existing non-FSE facility that is converted to a FSE

(change of use);
•E existing FSE with a remodeling cost of $1 00,000 or

greater; and
•Ey FSE, as deemed necessary by the Director of LA

Sanitation.
Sanitation

Sanitation

Excluded
Existing Restaurants and bars can apply for a conditional
waiver, which grants the FSE a waiver from grease
interceptor installation requirements, provided that the FSE
complies with the Terms and Conditions of a Conditional
Waiver. The use of any new FOG control device must meet
all regulatory standards and will be processed as variance
on a case-by-case basis.

Excluded
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maintain a normal level of service for plan checks and to
expedite reviews during the COVID-19 pandemic. The
following adjustments were made:

Changes to Recommendation

Discussion

Attachment 1

Status

• Eovided expedited review options when submitting plans;

and
•fiisigned a dedicated case manager to each FSE

submittal to streamline future comments and response
reviews.
Sanitation

Excluded

Sanitation

IWMD’s public counter plan checks have established
modified operations as of March 23, 2020 per CA Covid-19
reopening guidelines. All restaurant plan checks, new and
existing, are not approved in person. All plans are to be
dropped-off by appointments only at the designated drop-off
box in the receptionist area. For service, call (323) 342
6118 pr (323) 342-6200.________ ___________________
LASAN’s LA Industry Team provides concierge services to
connect businesses with City resources and services, from
green business certification program, RMDZ loan program,
to compliance assistance. The team has compiled a Covid19 resource guide for the businesses impacted by this
pandemic. For more information, please visit
www. lacitysan. org/laindustry___________________________

Sanitation

LASAN’s Solid Resources Division established a free C&D
collection process for small businesses that have been
burned/damaged by the Protest for Racial Justice._______

Goal to help businesses as quickly and efficiently as possible. Service requests available by visiting
www.lacitysan.org or calling 1-800-773-2489 or using MyLA311 app, available free in Google Play and the App
Store.

Excluded

Sanitation

Workgroup is able to provide
Sanitation motion support. However,
the F&B workgroup instructions to
LA SAN is recommending the implementation of the COVID- explore no-cost/low-cost changes
19 Industrial Waste Fee Relief Program to assist Industrial
prevents this recommendations
Users experiencing financial hardship due to mandatory
inclusion in final recommendations
closures and loss of revenues.
for Council action.

This program will suspend the delinquency fees for the 1st and 2nd billing quarters and provides options for
installment payments. LASAN aims to assist businesses continue to operate and stay afloat during this
challenging time. Delinquency fees are penalty fees for IW fees that are not paid by the delinquent date. The
delinquency fees, together with the unpaid principal balance, are added and carried over to the next quarter’s
invoice. LASAN strongly believes that during and after this COVID-19 pandemic outbreak, these businesses are
and will continue to be challenged to stay open and therefore need assistance, not penalties._________________

Included

Sanitation

Excluded

Excluded
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